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Abstract. Efficiency improvement is an important
challenge for electric motor driven systems. For an
induction motor, operation under rated conditions (at
rated load with rated flux) is very efficient. However,
in many situations, operation with rated flux causes low
efficiency especially at light load ranges. In these applications, induction motor should operate at reduced
flux which causes a balance between iron losses and
copper losses leading to an improved efficiency. This
paper concerns energy optimization, i.e. efficiency improvement is carried out via a controller designed on
the basis of imposing the rated power factor, by finding a relationship between rotor flux and torque current component which can optimize the compromise between torque and efficiency in steady state as well as
in transient state. Experimental results are presented
to prove the effectiveness and validity of the proposed
controller.

One of the most important advantages of energy saving work is the ability to decrease power losses and
electrical energy consumption.
Motor efficiency is defined as the ratio of mechanical
output power to the electrical input power. It can be
thus improved by reducing the electrical input power
by means of minimizing the total losses.
To provide a high efficiency for electric drives it is
necessary to find a system which may be optimal from
the viewpoint of both engineering and economics.

Energy conservation and sufficient operation of
a drive can be obtained, starting from the high quality
of motor, inverter (improvement of its waveforms) and
design, or by selecting an appropriate control method
respecting the applied motor load. In the vector controlled method of induction motor, to get high dynamic
performances, the flux is generally maintained at nominal value in order to give the maximum torque abilities of the machine especially at lower speed regime.
But this fact decreases the motor efficiency especially
Keywords
at light load. To solve this problem, diverse methods
and approaches have been developed in order to maxInduction motor, power factor, Robust Opti- imise the machine efficiency [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]
mizer Efficiency Factor (ROEF), vector con- and [10]. In these methods, the efficiency of induction
motor drives under variable operating conditions can
trol.
easily be improved by varying the flux level that guarantees loss minimization. At light load induction motor should operate at adapted and reduced flux, and
for operation under rated conditions with rated load
1.
Introduction
and rated speed the flux should be increased. However, it should be noted that the loss amount that can
Electrical motors consume more than 50 % of the elecbe reduced by adjusting the flux level significantly to
tric energy used by the industry sector [1] and [2].
the light load case more than at high load condition.
Applications utilizing induction motors include elecThe efficiency optimization, for an induction motor
tric vehicles, water pumps, etc. These applications
require different power levels and energy-efficient mo- lightly loaded, is realized by an optimum balance of the
tor. Therefore, motor energy saving solutions using iron and copper losses. The algorithms are then develcontrol techniques that maximize the motor efficiency oped by controlling different variables, such as rotor
flux, power factor, etc. [10], [12] and [13].
are highly required [2] and [3].
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Based on simple state control approach, this paper
describes the experimental validation of an efficiency
optimization controller for the vector controlled induction motor drives.

the torque can be linearly controlled from the stator
quadrate current component isq when the rotor flux is
maintained constant. The basic formulations of filed
oriented control are:

φr
(1 − σ) Ls
Efficiency improvement is carried out via an opti(4)
=
,
isd
1 + Tr · s
mizer efficiency factor controller (ROEF) designed on
the basis of setting the power factor equal to its rated
d
value. In order to prove the validity of the proposed where s = : Laplace operator.
dt
controller, the vector control scheme of the induction
The
slip
frequency is given by:
motor drive with and without the optimization algorithm is experimentally implemented using a digital
(1 − σ) Ls isq
(5)
ωsl =
·
.
signal processor board DS1103 for a laboratory 1.1 kW
Tr
φr
squirrel-cage Induction Motor (IM) vector controlled.
The rotor flux orientation angle can be derived from
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. ,
we briefly review the indirect rotor-flux-oriented con- Eq. (5) as:
Z
trol of induction motor drives. The proposed efficiency
θs = (ωsl + pΩ) dt.
(6)
optimization approach is explained in Section 3.
In Section 4. , the experimental platform will be
first presented. Some experimental results and their
In many applications such as electric vehicle, the
detailed discussions are then given. Conclusion is done loads can be largely varied. From this point of view,
in Section 5.
the induction motor does not operate normally in filed
weakening region, thus the flux must be maintained
constant to its rated value.

2.

Vector Controlled Induction
Motor

Consequently, once the flux φr is established to its
rated value φ∗r = M · i∗sd from i∗sd - command in open
loop control characterized by Eq. (3), the torque can
be controlled linearly from i∗sq - command such that:

Field orientation is a technique that provides independent control of torque and flux, which is similar to
M
(7)
Te = p φ∗r i∗sq .
a separately excited DC motor. The Park model of an
Lr
induction motor can be represented according to the
usual d-axis and q-axis components in synchronous roConsidering the previous assumptions, the stator
tating frame with:
voltage equation can be written as:


d
d

v̄s = (Rs + σLs s) īs + ēs ,
(8)
 v̄s = Rs + σLs dt īs + dt φ̄r + jωs σLs īs
(1)
+jωs φ̄r ,


where ēs denotes the vector nonlinear coupling term

d
Tr + 1 φ̄r + jωsl φ̄r ,
(1 − σ) Ls īs = dt
given as:

where ωsl = ωs −pΩ is the slip frequency, ωs is the synēs = jωs σLs īs + φ̄∗r .
(9)
chronous angular speed, p is the number of pole pairs,
Ω is mechanical rotor speed, v̄s is stator voltage vecThe real time ēs is compensation, from the feedback
tor (vsd + jvsq ), īs is stator current vector (isd + jvsq ), measured stator currents and the computed stator freφ̄r is rotor flux vector, Rs is the stator resistance, σ is quency, conducts to define a linear control between the
the redefined leakage inductance, Ls is the stator in- component of stator current and its voltage, respecductance, Tr is the rotor constant time and j is imag- tively. So, ū denotes the new stator voltage input from
s
inary unit, satisfying j 2 = −1). The developed torque which we can define the following first order transfer
is then:
function:
 
M
∗
To
īs
(2)
Te = p =m [īs ] · φ̄r ,
(10)
=
,
T (s) =
Lr
ūs
1 + τσs s
where M - is the mutual inductance, Lr - the rotor
1
σLs
where ūs = v̄s − ēs , To =
and τσs =
.
inductance. Orientation flux process is given by [14]:
Rs
Rs
φrq = 0 and φrd = φr .
(3)
If real time ēs - compensation is well realized, the
bloc diagram of the linear and decoupled control of inHence, the rotor flux can be controlled directly duction motor based in Indirect Field Oriented Control
from the stator direct current component isd , while (IFOC) strategy can be stated as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the equivalent control of IFOC-IM.
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Fig. 2: Simplified circle diagram.

The PI Proportional Integral controllers are useful
to control the stator current components and are determined from the pole placement method.

The reactive power Q can be written with stator
voltage and stator current components by:

Assume that the induction machine is magnetized
before through the input command of the rated direct
stator current i∗sd as shown in Fig. 1.

Q = vsd isq − vsq isd ,

(12)

and the active power P as:
Therefore, the rotor flux can reach its rated value
φ∗r when the direct stator current is rapidly controlled
P = vsd isq + vsq isd .
(13)
from the PI - controller, hence we can simply write
isd = i∗sd . In such a way, the torque control is comThe angle Ψo which constitutes the external load
pletely and linearly referred to the quadrate stator
angle giving the optimal power factor is defined by the
current component. On the other hand, if the infollowing relationship:
ner quadrate stator current closed loop is faster than
s
∗
the external speed one, we can write also isq = isq .
1
sin Ψo
Q
=
tan (Ψo ) = ko =
=
By this manner, an open loop transfer function be2 − 1. (14)
P
cos Ψo
(cos
Ψo )
tween isq - command and motor speed can be defined
as:
These obvious relations Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) lead
Ω
pφ∗r
to:
=
.
G (s) = ∗
(11)
isq T =0
Js + f
L
1 − kα ko
(15)
isd =
isq ,
kα + ko

3.

Efficiency Optimization
Approach

where kα =

vsq
= tan(α).
vsd

The active-reactive optimization operation becomes
simply:

The best exploitation of an induction machine is when
we can maintain a certain balance between active
i∗sd = KROEF i∗sq ,
(16)
power generating electromagnetic torque and reactive
power that products the flux. The simultaneous ex- where ∗ indicates input command variable.
istence of these two powers is vital for an induction
The index (ROEF) means Robust Optimizer Effimotor.
ciency Factor. The angle α is only given by the stator
Figure 2 shows a simplified induction motor circle voltage components measurement.
diagram, which is a graphical approach depicting the
One main advantage of the efficiency optimizer conoperation characteristics of an induction motor. Using
troller is that it is independent of machine parameter
this diagram, all the performance characteristics of an
variations.
induction motor like power factor, efficiency etc. can
be predicted.
This efficiency controller in conjunction with the
indirect vector control technique for induction motor
As can be seen on Fig. 2, Ψo is the external load
drives has been employed in our configuration.
angle giving optimal power factor. This is obtained
when the stator current vector becomes tangent to the
Figure 3 illustrates the particular characteristics of
circle, which carries out the optimality active-reactive. induction motor vector control describing by formulations Eq. (16), Eq. (17) and Eq. (18). Based on the
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Fig. 3: Vector control characteristics.

analysis of vector control principle, these characteristics are described by the following expressions.

Fig. 4: ROEF controller implementation.

4.

When the rotor flux modulus φr is maintained constant (or established to its rated value).

Experimental Validation
and Discussion

φ∗r = M · i∗sd .

(17) In order to validate the efficiency improvements obtained by the proposed algorithm, the experimental
The electromagnetic torque can be controlled lin- setup shown in Fig. 5 has been used. It consists of
early from i∗sq - command such that:
a three-phase network supply, three-phase bridge
PWM inverter (1 kVA, 2 kHz) based on six IGBT
Te = Kt · i∗2
(18) power components with filter capacitor.
sq ,
where:

The phase currents are measured with LEM-I sensor
attached to the bridge, a dspace DS1103 Digital
M
M
Kt = p φ∗r = p
KROEF = Torque constant. (19) Signal Processor (DSP) based real-time Data AcquisiLr
Lr
tion Control (DAC) system, and MATLAB/Simulink
environment (PC), three-phase squirrel-cage induction
In the vector controlled technique of induction momotor 1.1 kW. The parameters of the induction motor
tor, to get high performance, the flux is generally mainare given next in Tab. 1.
tained constant equal to its nominal value. In this sitVarious tests have been carried out to confirm the
uation the induction motor run efficiently around the
nominal point. However, the motor has lower efficiency validity of the proposed controller in comparison to
the induction motor Vector Control (VC) with and
especially at light load where rated flux is fixed.
without the optimization algorithm (ROEF controller).
This problem particularly at lower load needs special
In the following, the results of one significant test will
attention and the level flux may be adjusted to the load
be presented.
torque, as explained in Fig. 3.
Let us take a given speed profile defined as illustrated
So, as it can be observed on Fig. 3, if we want to
in Fig. 6 by reference trajectory Ω∗ . Before 4 second,
reduce the load torque by moving the point A’ to the
the motor is magnetized to its rated value; after there
point A”, the stator current is reduced and the rotor
the motor starts with a constant acceleration until atflux also reduced, which includes the reduction of the
tains the reference speed of 100 rad·s−1 , with a light
total losses and consequently, the machine efficiency is
load torque corresponding to 0.73 Nm applied to the
more improved.
motor. At around 22 s, we activated the efficiency opFrom Fig. 4, it is easy to notice that the proposed timization algorithm.
controller is implemented in a same way as in a conFigure 7 shows an experimental result of motor effiventional structure of a field oriented control for an
ciency. It is easy to notice that the efficiency under the
induction motor.
action of the proposed optimization controller (with
Between the stator quadrate component of torque ROEF) is higher than the vector control without the
control (i∗sq - command) and the stator direct current controller at light loads. This is due to the optimizacomponent controlling the flux (i∗sd - command) ed , tion controller action allowing the reduction of the flux
eq denote the compensated vector nonlinear coupling component of the stator current in d-q synchronously
term components.
rotating frame (isd ).
2
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Tab. 1: Induction motor parameters.
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Fig. 7: Efficiency versus time.
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Fig. 5: Experimental setup.
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As previously mentioned in Section 1. , it is known
that efficiency improvement of induction motor drives
can be realized via motor flux level.

Coper Losses (W)

250
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without ROEF

with ROEF

50
This characteristic is demonstrated in Fig. 8 with
0
and without the action of the efficiency optimization
0
5
10
15
20
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35
Time (s)
controller (ROEF). In these applications, induction
motor should operate at reduced flux causes a balance Fig. 10: Copper losses versus time.
between iron losses and copper losses, thereby improving the efficiency motor.
This characteristic is well illustrated in Fig. 11 by
Consequently, as can be seen in Fig. 9, the terminal
the torque component current isq .
stator current is reduced and that the copper losses are
decreased respectively to the flux component decreasFinally, after various experimental tests, Fig. 12
ing, which is represented by the stator current isd in shows comparison of motor efficiency evolution versus
Fig. 10.
load torque TL .

It is also observed in this situation, the motor is operating with reduced flux level at light loads, which will
certainly adapt and agree the torque output abilities.

The results of this experiment demonstrate that
when drive operates at light loads, the proposed algorithm (ROEF controller) enables important efficiency
improvement (optimal efficiency) compared to the vec-
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